Swatch Watch Touch Night

SURB102

(View and buy online)

Buy your watch Swatch Touch Night with two
years of warranty in our online Swatch store
Swatch Touch Night (SURB102) watch from the
Swatch Touch watches family in color black
designed for men and women with water-resistant
(30 meters / 100 feet), date, digital, alarm, stop,
touch bi-timer and touch screen.
All digital Swatch Touch watches including the
watch Touch Night are made in Switzerland with
the highest technology to give you a mechanism
with maximum precision , each one has six
functions.
The curved screen of the digital watch Touch Night,
shows the quality that is behine the phrase Swissmade, and the color LCD shows the Arabic numbers
with a large typeface that is stylish and designed to
fit perfectly to the shape of the wrist. Thanks to
the seamless integration of the case and strap,
which is fully ergonomic, it is a pleasure to wear
the watch Touch Night.
The largest numbers of the Touch Night screen are
the seconds: animated like the second hand of an
analog watch, and are constantly changing, as if
they were alive. This brings pace and momentum to
life in the digital age. In fact they are the "heart" of
the watch. The digital numbers of the Touch Night
are displayed on a background of opaque plastic
and has a silicone strap of the same color in this
case black.
You can find the manual of the watch Swatch Touch
Night here.
Family:
Collection:
Recommended for:
Color:
Type of case:
Type of strap:
Features:

Swatch Touch
Fall-winter 2012 watches
Men and women
Black
Plastic, black
Rubber, black
Water-resistant (30 meters / 100 feet)
Date
Digital
Alarm
Stop
Touch bi-timer
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